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Closing gaps in the sequence of a 
biosynthetic gene cluster using Xdrop®
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Figure 1. The falcarindiol gene cluster in the SL3.0 and SL4.0 builds of the Heinz 1706 tomato cultivar. The locations of the detection and
validation sequences for the Xdrop target enrichment are shown.

Summary
• Here, Xdrop is used to close gaps in the structure 

of a biosynthetic gene cluster in a tomato variety 
with excellent coverage and accuracy. 

• Whole genome sequencing is not the ideal method 
to close gaps in gene cluster sequences.

• Xdrop supports targeted and efficient gap closing.

Introduction
The genome of the Heinz 1706 cultivar of tomato 
(Solanum lycopersicum) was published by The Tomato 
Genome Consortium in 20121 and has been improved 
several times since then. The genome is approximately 
900 Mb in size and consists of 12 chromosomes. 

Falcarindiol is a modified lipid found in tomato, 
where it is involved in defense against pathogens. 
Candidate genes for its biosynthesis were identified 
in a ~20 kb gene cluster,2 but the data did not 
correspond to the SL3.0 reference genome build. 
Whole genome sequencing (Oxford Nanopore® 

Technology and Sanger sequencing) revealed two 
full-length duplicated genes that were only partially 
present in the SL3.0 build: Solyc12g100240 and 
Solyc12g100260 (Figure 1).

At the time of their study, Jeon et al. had to sequence 
the whole genome and complement the findings 
using PCR and Sanger sequencing. This laborious 
approach resulted in only 3 long reads covering the 
region of interest among almost 4 Gb of data. After 
that study, the SL4.0 

build was completed. It proved congruent with 
the data for the candidate genes (Figure 1). 

Here, we show that Xdrop can enrich the entire 
gene cluster for in-depth examination via long-read 
sequencing, significantly streamlining the workflow.

Experimental setup
Niraj Mehta (Department of Chemistry, Stanford 
University) designed the detection sequence primers 
to target Solyc12g100270 and extracted DNA of high 
molecular weight from the leaves of S. lycopersicum, 
cultivar VF36. Only 2.4 ng were needed for the Xdrop 
workflow. Long-read sequencing was performed 
using Oxford Nanopore Technologies.

Enrichment
We obtained a 1,029-fold enrichment of the gene 
Solyc12g100270, using the SL4.0 build as the 
reference genome. The broader 100 kb region around 
the detection sequence was enriched 237-fold. 

De novo assembly and mapping
The data consisted of 73,728 reads totaling 0.39 
Gb. Prior to de novo assembly, we used Pacasus3 to 
split chimeric reads (inverted repeats of the same 
read) to ensure high quality. The resulting reads 
were assembled with Canu v.1.94 using the default 
settings. The raw assembly produced by Canu, was 
exposed to 3 iterations of the highquality consensus 
sequences generation by Racon5 to create the 
Samplix Assembly.
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Using Minimap2 and the default settings, the split 
reads were mapped back to the Samplix Assembly. The 
same reads were also mapped against the assembly 
reconstructed by Jeon et al. as well as the SL3.0 and SL4.0 
builds (Figure 2).

SNP variants were called using freeBayes6  (grey bar,  
Figure 2). Note that the Samplix Assembly has  
considerably fewer SNPs (a proxy for errors) than the 
assembly from Jeon et al., which was based on only 3 
Oxford Nanopore Technology reads. The increased 
assembly accuracy was possible thanks to the high 
enrichment, which made more data available to 
reconstruct the cluster region.

We also mapped the reads to the SL4.0 reference 
genome, finding that 56,454 reads mapped to the 
genome and 1,711 reads aligned with the 100 kb region 
around the detection sequence. The two gaps visible in 
the coverage graph for SL3.0 correspond to segments 
of Solyc12g100240 and Solyc12g100260 that are not 
represented in this reference build. These gaps are 
closed in the newer SL4.0 build, where we could obtain 
full coverage for the 100 kb region (Figure 2).

Conclusion
Xdrop can be used to enrich specific genomic regions 
in plant varieties, enabling highly efficient gap closing 
without laborious whole genome sequencing.

For more information about Xdrop products and 
applications, visit samplix.com. 
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Figure 2. Mapping of the Samplix Assembly to the assembly from
Jeon et al. and the tomato genome SL3.0 and 4.0 builds.
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